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"The AGPS, the Euro-Mid, and the Syrian Network for 

Human Rights Demand the International Organizations to 

Urgently Move in order to avoid a Humanitarian Disaster in 

the Yarmouk Refugee Camp" 

 
  
 Two Palestinians Die in Syria, One of them By ISIS Fire in the 

Yarmouk Camp 

 After Five Days of Breaking into the Yarmouk, ISIS Fails to Impose 

Control over the Yarmouk Camp 

 UNRWA: 94 Civilians were Evacuated from the Yarmouk Camp, 

Including 43 Women and 20 Children 

 Solidarity Vigils with Yarmouk in Ramallah, Gaza, Amman, Istanbul, 

and Lebanon  

 Five Palestinian Refugees were Arrested from Al Aedein Camp in 

Homs, and Four Others were Released 
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Nasser Abbas 

Victims 

The Palestinian refugee "Nasser 

Abbas" from the Yarmouk Camp 

was killed by a sniper shot near Al 

Orouba neighborhood while he 

was heading to buy food and water 

for his family, raising the toll of 

the Palestinian victims since ISIS 

entered the camp to 13 victims. 

In another hand, "NatheirAkkam" 

from Handarat camp was also killed by a gun shot in Aleppo by the 

Regular Army members. 

 

The Joint Press Conference 

The AGPS, the Euro-Mid Observer, and the Syrian Network for Human 

Rights held a joint press conference addressed the latest updates in the 

Yarmouk camp. In the end of the conference the human rights 

organizations issued a press statement calling the UNRWA and the ICRC 

to open humanitarian corridors for the Yarmouk residents, and to 

coordinate with the Syrian security forces that besieged the camp in 

order to evacuate tens of injuries. 

The statement also demanded the armed parties inside the camp, 

especially ISIS after it toke control of over 80% of the camp, to neutralize 

the civilians as well as it warned of ISIS using civilians as revenge. 
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The statement called the UNHCR to put pressure on the Syrian Regime in 

order to protect the civilians and end their siege, for being the first 

responsible over their conditions.  

 
The Joint Press Conference about the Yarmouk Camp 

The statement also called for urgently work in order to end this tragedy 

and to provide medication for the injuries. 

The statement appealed the Security Council and the General Assembly 

of the United Nations to put humanitarian considerations of the situation 

in the Syrian territory, above any other consideration, and to take urgent 

action under the UN Charter on order to save the civilians and to stop the 

ongoing killings without humanity for the fifth year respectively. 

For its part, the AGPS  emphasizes that the humanitarian crisis in the 

Yarmouk refugee camp continuing to aggravate, and renewed its demand 

to the Palestinian,Arab, and Islamic official authorities and human rights 

organizations and institutions concerned with refugees to the need to 

move to put an end to the suffering of the Palestinian refugees in 

Yarmouk. 
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Recent Updates in the Yarmouk Camp 

Heavy shelling targeted different areas of theYarmouk camp yesterday 

evening causing substantial material damage, while sporadic clashes 

between ISIS groups and Aknaf brigades are still continue, where 

activists confirmed to the AGPS that Aknaf brigades positioning behind 

the cultural center in the camp, while ISIS failed to impose its control 

over the entire camp, as it still controls 80% of the camp. 

 
Shelling targeted theYarmouk camp 

News reported that ISIS kidnapped nearly 70 civilians, but the group was 

unable to assure the news because of the tense situation. 

The humanitarian situation inside the camp continues to deteriorate, 

where all medical materials ran out from the camp, as dozens of relief 

organizations' activists headed to the nearby town of Yalda, for fear of 

being kidnapped by ISIS groups. 

The UNRWA spokesman confirmed that 94 civilians, including 43 women 

and 20 children wereevacuated from the camp on Sunday and provided 

them with humanitarian aid. 
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Interaction with the Tragedy of Yarmouk 

Solidarity vigils were implemented in each of Ramallah, Gaza, Shatila 

refugee camp in Lebanon, the Jordanian capital, Amman, and the Turkish 

city of Istanbul.  The protestors demanded the Palestinianofficial 

institutions,the international organizations, human rights organizations, 

and refugees' institutions to move quickly in order to save the people of 

the Yarmouk refugee camp. 

 
The Solidarity vigils in Istanbul  

 

 
The Solidarity vigils in Amman 
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Homs 

The AGPS correspondent reported news about the arrest of five residents 

from Al Aedein camp in Homs by the Syrian Security forces on 4-4-2015. 

The detainees are: the student "MuaazMErwanZawahri," in his twenties, 

originally from Safed city in Palestine, the Young man "Merwan Al 

Lababidi," in his thirties, originally from Acre city in Palestine, 

"Mohammed Omar AL Shalabi," in his fifties, originally from Al Shajara 

village in Palestine, and "MerwanQasim AL Zawahri," known as "Abu Al 

Muatasim" in his sixties, originally from Safed city in Palestine. 

Meanwhile, the Syrian security forces released three residents; they are: 

"Ayman Merwan AL Touba," in his thirties, "Sami EyadSubheia," in his 

twenties, and "AmjadEyadSubheia," in his thirties. The three residents 

were arrested by the members of AL Setein checkpoint of the Regular 

Army while they were travelling to Turkey. The Syrian security forces 

also the student "SabreinMAzharDarweish" after hours of being arrested 

at the University campus; she is in her twenties, originally from Al Nahr 

village Acre sub district in Palestine.  

It is worth mentioning that the residents of Al Aedein camp in Homs are 

suffering of raid and arrest campaigns by the Syrian security forces 

between now and then, forcing many of them especially the youth to leave 

the camp and fled to the neighboring towns and areas, while others chose 

to travel to the European countries searching for safety and secure. 
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Numbers and Statistics till 5/4/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 638 days respectively. In addition, power cuts 

continued for more than 718 days, water was cut for 208 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

173 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 

Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA statistics 

till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 539 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 509 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 711 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 354 days without water and 70% of 

its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


